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$

rentals@studiobfilms.com

SAMPLE RENTAL AGREEMENT
I, "Renter," agree to the following terms:
Renter acknowledges that he/she has received the equipment, as itemized on this invoice, in good working
condition. If Renter fails to inspect or test equipment before rental, he/she waives the right to claim he/she did
not receive the equipment in good working order. Renter agrees to return equipment in the same condition in
which it was received.
Renter agrees to notify Studio B immediately should any malfunctions, damage or loss occur in the field.
Renter agrees to have no repairs performed on any equipment without Studio B’s consent.
Studio B makes no warranties, express or implied, as to the condition of merchantability, or fitness for particular
purpose of the equipment. Renter agrees to and hereby indemnifies Studio B harmless of and from any and all
losses, damages and claims, demand of liability of any kind of nature whatsoever, including legal expenses,
arising from the use, possession, condition or operation of the equipment rented, and by whosoever used or
operated said equipment. This indemnification shall continue in full force and effect after the term of this rental
agreement for causes arising during the term of this agreement.
Renter assumes all responsibility for equipment while out of Studio B’s possession and will be liable for any
loss, theft, damage or destruction of equipment. Renter agrees to pay for all costs of repair or replacement, at
cost without deduction for depreciation or wear, including the cost of fully insured shipping as well as any loss
of rental income (or cost incurred due to prior bookings) of any equipment not returned to Studio B in good
working order in the time frame agreed to. Studio B will supply equipment values on request.
Renter is responsible for maintaining property loss and damage insurance in amounts and with insurance
companies satisfactory to Studio B. A certificate of insurance (COI) must be presented for approval before
renting any equipment.
In some cases, Renter can place a credit card authorization (“hold”) for the amount of the total Replacement
Value in lieu of an insurance policy. Studio B will determine and inform the Renter if an outside insurance
certificate is required. Credit card authorizations fall off after:
(7) calendar
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(7) calendar days for Amex/Mastercard, (10) calendar days for Visa/Discover
In the case of a debit account, the hold amount will be charged up front, to be refunded upon safe return of
equipment. In the event rented equipment is not returned, Renter authorizes Studio B to charge the full deposit.
Insurance does not cover equipment stolen out of vehicles; therefore in the case of equipment being stolen out
of vehicles or unattended work areas, Renter is 100% responsible.
Equipment leaving the United States must be uncured by renter and registered with US customs prior to
departure. Studio B will provide all the pertinent information required by US Customs upon Renter’s timely
request.
A copy of Renter’s driver’s license or other valid identification is required prior to equipment rental. Studio B
may also require identification from persons collecting gear on Renter's behalf. Unless otherwise stated by
Studio B, payment is due before the equipment leaves Studio B.
Renter agrees to compensate Studio B for cancellation of rental agreement as follows:
Less than 24-hour notice 100% and 24-48 hours notice: 50%
Sign:
Date:
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